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All prints are printed on
lightweight sheets of
aluminum for the fullest,
richest experience. Printed
on aluminum instead of
paper, the photographs
contain a richness and

depth that prints on photo
papers simply cannot
match. Nighttime photos
particularly shine as metal
prints. The shadows remain
deep and rich, and the
highlights pop. Aluminum

prints are lightweight and
come ready to hang.
Below are a couple
different hanging and
framing options.

Float Hangars
Float Hangars are the economical way to hang your photographs. These come on
the back of the print and are equipped with saw teeth for hanging, and rubber
feet at each corner. They hold your image abut 1/2 inch from the wall.

Float Hangar Pricing
Prices include shipping to you. If you are purchasing in California, prices
include sales tax. Subtract $5-$10 if you want no hangar (size-dependent).
8X10

$95

16x20

$215

Sizes 16x20 and up have extra

8x12

$100

16x24

$240

11x14

$130

20x20

$250

support and wire hanging
hardware built in

12x12

$140

20x24

$260

12x18

$185

24x24

$285

16x16

$175

Float Hangars

Float Frames
A frame sets an image apart. With a Float Frame, your metal print floats
within a slim, sleek frame, mounted with about 1/4 inch of space between
your photograph and the frame itself. Frames can be White or Black, and will
be Black if not specified (which I think looks best).

Float Frame Pricing
Prices include shipping to you. If you are purchasing in
California, prices include sales tax.
8X10

$160

16x20

$295

8x12

$170

16x24

$330

11x14

$215

20x20

$335

12x18

$255

20x24

$355

16x16

$255

Float Frame

Odd-Sized Images
Panoramas and some other images of mine are not standard shapes, and their prices will vary depending on the size
you would like. For those, tell me what you want, and we’ll work out the price.
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